Fracture investigation of layered composite structural elements
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1. Introduction

Applications of composite materials in various structures give great possibilities of their design and ensure better qualitative and quantitative properties of those structures. In many cases such structural elements have several layers of homogenous or composite materials characterized by very different mechanical, chemical, thermal, electrical and other properties.

Layered composite structures are often used for military purposes (composite armor), in means of transportation, pipes, structural elements of buildings, etc. [1, 2]. Several examples of such structures are given in Fig. 1. It has to be mentioned, that their functions and, therefore, mechanical properties of certain layers can differ significantly. For example, there are outside layers made of glass, carbon, aramid, kevlar or other fibres and epoxy, phenol, vinyl ester or other resins with relatively high mechanical properties (tensile strength, Young’s modulus) and inner layer made of very hard (ceramics) or light materials (balsa wood, metal foams, polymer foams, rubber, thermoplastic polymers, etc.) with relatively low mechanical properties in most structures. Usually, hard materials are used aiming to improve ballistic properties of composite structures (armors) and soft materials are used as structural layers, heat isolation layers, etc.

Naturally, mechanical and other properties of the whole complex structure differ significantly from those of certain layers. Performance of such structures in various conditions of exploitation, under various loads is very complicated and there are almost no generalized and easy to use methods for precise calculations aiming to optimize design of such structures. Lots of scientific research works are focused on the analysis of composites properties trying to improve their design and functionality [2-4]. It is especially truth in the analysis of fracture processes [5-7] because those processes differ significantly in various materials, in various layers, in structures of different composition, etc. Mechanisms of crack opening, fracture of different layers and delamination of the layers depend on properties of materials, size and design of the layers and the whole structural element, type and direction of loads and are not properly investigated.

Recent practice to determine mechanical properties or analyze fracture mechanism of complex layered structures experimentally or applying complicated numerical modelling procedures is expensive and is not always acceptable (e.g. just several elements of their kind are produced). Therefore authors of this paper are trying to compose the simplified methodology of fracture analysis which could be used for initial calculations of layered composite structures aiming to analyze the mechanism of their fracture. That would help to improve their design in the initial stage without any expensive and time consuming experimental research or complicated numerical modelling.

Fig. 1 Multilayer composite structures. Here a) 1 - glass fibre/epoxy cover layer, 2 - alumina ceramic layer, 3 - rubber layer and 4 - glass fibre/epoxy layer; b) 1 - glass fibre/epoxy layer, 2 - alumina ceramic layer, 3 - steel plate and 4 - glass fibre/epoxy layer; c) 1 - glass fibre/vinyl ester layer, 2 - balsa wood layer, 3 - glass fibre/vinyl ester layer
2. Mathematical modelling of the fracture process

Some simplifications were accepted in current research of the layered structures. Only three layer structures are analyzed aiming to reduce initial research amount and verification of its results. Many structural elements can be analysed as three layer structures, because some external layers are designed relatively thin and are used as external covers of the structures. They should resist to external media (e.g. moisture, heat, flames, etc.) and do not influence mechanical properties of the whole structure significantly. Some internal elements (e.g. element 3 in Fig. 1, b) are specific just for some relatively rare designs of such structures and can be eliminated in generalised models of layered structural elements. Therefore such simplification is acceptable, because it covers significant amount of composite layered structures, allows analysis of the inner and outer layers properties and their interaction, processes in interlayers and can be adjusted for more complex structures in further research.

Although exploitation conditions and functions of layered structural elements differ (e.g. composite armor should withstand ballistic impacts), most of such structural elements are loaded by bending forces during long periods of their exploitation. Therefore it is important to analyse behaviour and fracture of those structures in case of bending loads. Often the structures and certain elements are loaded in a way that pure four point bending is created. Such type of loading reduces the maximum moment of bending and distributes stresses more equally in every cross-section. Analysis of this case allows the simplification of composed analytical and numerical models in current research stage. Consequently the maximum stresses are obtained next to the peak of an initial crack (concentrator of stresses). Plastic zones of strains are formed the crack peak and have the shape similar to the sign of infinity. Areas of strains change their location and size depending on strains next to the peak of the crack when critical level of load is reached. Such location of strains influences the formation of remote zones of strains and mechanisms of fracture process in cases of layered structures.

Calculations of homogeneous isotropic materials are limited to the calculations of plastic strain’s zones where stresses are higher than the yield strength in the classical fracture mechanics [8]. It is also known that the decrease of stresses is exponential, receding from the peak of a crack. Even in a distance from the peak of a crack equal to 5 – 10 values of radius of plastic strain areas, the decrease of stresses is already 2 – 3 times and the stresses are lower than limit of yield strength for a certain material. Strains at the peak of a crack in case of pure bending of stresses can be calculated:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{K_1}{E\sqrt{2\pi r}} \cos \left( \frac{\Theta}{2} \sqrt{1 + 3 \sin^2 \frac{\Theta}{2}} \frac{1 + \frac{r}{L}}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{r}{2L}}} \right)
\]  

(1)

where \( E \) is Young’s modulus of material; \( \Theta \) is the angle of plastic strain’s area next to the peak of a crack; \( r \) is the distance between remote area of plastic strains and the crack; \( L \) is initial length of the crack.

In case of plane strains

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{K_1}{E\sqrt{2\pi r}} \cos \left( \frac{\Theta}{2} \sqrt{1 + 3 \sin^2 \frac{\Theta}{2}} \frac{1 + \frac{r}{L}}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{r}{2L}}} \right)
\]  

(2)

here \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ration.

Factor of stresses intensity \( K_1 \) for a beam on two supports in case of pure point bending

\[
K_1 = \frac{F(L-L_i)}{t b^3} Y_4
\]  

(3)

here \( L \) is the distance between supports; \( F \) is the force of load; \( b \) is the height of a specimen; \( t \) is the thickness of a specimen; \( L_i \) is distance between supports of a loading device. Coefficient

\[
Y_4 = 3.494 \left[ 1 - 3.396 \left( \frac{L}{b} \right) + 5.839 \left( \frac{L}{b} \right)^2 \right]
\]  

(4)

If a layer of the material, characterised by several times lower yield strength, is inserted at a distance from the crack peak close in value to the radius of plastic strain’s areas, the secondary areas of plastic strains emerge in that layer. Changes of normal stresses in any layer of a structural element, passing from one layer \( i \) into another layer \( i+1 \), is proportional to the ratio of Young’s modulus of materials used for those layers

\[
\sigma_{i+1} = \sigma_i \frac{E_{i+1}}{E_i}
\]  

(5)

When load is increasing, stresses reach critical values and the process of fracture begins. Crack grows in the direction of largest strains. At the same time, secondary areas of plastic strains emerge in the stressed layer. Crack grows perpendicularly to the plane of stressed layer. Peak of the crack changes its propagation direction when it reaches the inner layer where areas of plastic strains already emerged. In ideal case, the crack splits into two cracks, because two areas of the ultimate plastic deformations are formed in the inner layer.

3. Experiments

Experiments were carried out in the conditions corresponding to pure bending because adhesion makes impossible experiments of non-centric tension. In this stage of research, experiments were planned just aiming to analyze and validate an idea of the formation of remote areas of strains in layered structural elements. Therefore the goal of experiments was to determine emerging of the secondary areas of remote strains in inserted layer for the case of pure point bending and analyze the influence of those areas in the direction of crack’s growth.

Specimens of three layer structures were designed for experimental research. They were composed of two outer layers of aluminium alloy and inner layer of solidi-
fied epoxy resin. Such design of the specimens corresponds to the design of many layered composite structures (e.g. pipes, armors, panels of building, etc.) that have elastic external layers characterised by excellent mechanical properties and quite brittle internal layers. Mechanical properties of the brittle layer of epoxy resin are much lower than the properties of elastic-plastic alloy of aluminium. Main mechanical characteristics of the used materials are given in the Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Yield strength $\sigma_y$, MPa</th>
<th>Ultimate strength $\sigma_u$, MPa</th>
<th>Young’s modulus $E$, GPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy resin</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Geometry of a specimen and location of its supports: 1, 2, 3 are different layers of the specimen

Geometric characteristics of the specimens of layered structures used in the experiments are: length $L = 170$ mm, width is $15$ mm, thickness of the first and the third layers are $h_1 = h_3 = 5$ mm, thickness of the inserted layer (2-nd layer) is $h_2 = 5$ mm (Fig. 2). The distance between supports of the specimen is $137$ mm and the distance between contact points of a loading element is $37.5$ mm. An artificially made initial crack is machined in the first layer (Fig. 3). It works as a concentrator of stresses. Geometry of the initial crack: width $s = 3$ mm, depth $h = 3$ mm, angle of crack’s peak $\alpha = 26.56^\circ$.

Fig. 3 Geometry of an artificially made crack

Delamination between the first and the second layers begins when the specimen is deformed under applied force. Secondary remote areas of strains emerge in the inner layer and this inner element cracks beside those remote areas of strains perpendicularly to the direction of the layers (Fig. 4, a). Cracks develop in the direction of maximum stresses. Maximum values of the load can be reached and cracks cross the whole inner layer. The first layer breaks in case then the load is increased even more (Fig. 4, b). However further deforming of the specimen is irrelevant, because maximum value of the load is already reached and the layered structure has lost its integrity.

Forces $F$ corresponding to the ultimate strength and distance to remote areas of strains $r$ were measured during this experiment. Experimental results were analyzed applying common methodology and means of statistic data analysis. It was obtained that load force corresponding to the ultimate strength of specimens in the case of pure bending is $F = 5025.4 \pm 158$ N and the distance from the initial crack to remote areas of strains $r = 17.31 \pm 0.46$ mm. Those results were used in further analytical calculations aiming to calculate stresses in the inner layer of experimental layered composite structures.

Usage of experimental data (value of load force and geometric characteristics) in the analytical model allows verifying of this model. Analytical calculations using equations 1-5 show that stresses in the inner element of the structure next to remote areas of strains (in distance $r = 17.31$ mm from the peak of the initial crack) under critical load $F = 5025.4$ N have the value of $\sigma = 66.75$ MPa. This value of stresses is similar to the yield strength of epoxy resin used in the experiments (see Table). Therefore results of the analytical calculations show that stresses in the material of inserted layer at some distance from the peak of a crack have values similar to the value of material’s yield strength. Concentration of stresses and changes of crack’s growth direction were observed in those locations during the experiments. It proves the existence of remote areas of strains in the inner layer of similar layered composite structures and shows the nature of their fracture process.
4. Numerical modelling

The process of fracture of layered composite structure, analogous to the one used in the experimental research, was numerically modelled applying the method of finite elements. ANSYS software and PLANE 182 finite elements were used for numerical modelling of fracture process. Those elements are designed for modelling of stresses and strains in planes. PLANE 182 elements have four nodes and two degrees of freedom.

Fig. 5 Distribution of strains in $y$ direction (perpendicular to the layers). $r$ is the distance from the initial crack peak to the area of remote strains

The same mechanical properties of layer’s materials as given in the Table above were used in numerical simulation of fracture of layered composite structures.

Graphical results of the modelling are presented in Figs. 5 - 7. The distance of remote areas of strains can be noted in all those pictures. Figs. 5 and 6 show modelled distribution of strains in the directions of $y$ and $x$ axes. Analytically calculated radius of plastic strain’s areas $r$ is shown in Fig. 5.

Generalised distribution of strains according to Misses criterion is shown in Fig. 7. Values of equivalent stresses numerically modelled according to Misses criterion next to remote areas of strains are corresponding to the values of stresses in the same location, calculated using the proposed analytical method.

It can be noted that calculations of stresses using results of the numerical modelling at the distance equal to experimentally obtained values of $r$, shows that the values of stresses in the material of outer layers do not exceed yield strength, but the stresses are similar to the yield strength in the inner layer material. That corresponds to the experimental results, presented in Chapter 3.

Therefore it can be stated that numerical simulation validates the proposed analytical model of fracture process of layered structures.

Fig. 6 Distribution of strains next to the peak of opened crack in $x$ direction (along modelled specimen)

5. Conclusions and discussion

The proposed analytical model of fracture process of layered composite structures with three layers characterised by quite different mechanical characteristics was validated experimentally and using means of numerical modelling applying the method of finite elements.

Results obtained using all three methods of research are similar and prove correctness of the analytical model. Therefore it can be stated that such quite simple analytical model can be used for practical calculations of fracture in such layered composite structures.

Evidently further developments of this analytical model are needed in order to adapt it for various designs of composite layered structures with different number, thickness and properties of the layers.
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Fracture of layered composite structural elements is analysed in this article. Some designs of layered composite structural elements and simplified analytical model composed for the analysis of their fracture process are presented. This relatively simple model can be used developing the methodologies for design and fracture analysis of layered structural elements.

Results, obtained applying analytical model, were verified experimentally and employing the method of finite elements. Experimental and modelled results correspond to analytically calculated results what validates correctness of the analytical model.
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